cost rises, followed by no optimal resulting resource-allocations. 2 In the industry area 3 the standardisation of permission obligations serves in form of approvals, authorisations, concessions or licenses 4 as trade-liberal-correcting measures to prevent from danger proceeding and emerge from the community or business cycles of the respective trade activities 5 to be protected. The most important argument in the handicra trade area regarding the establishment of the market barriers is the existence of the major certifi cation of aptitude. 6 The major certifi cation of aptitude shall guarantee customers a high-graded handicra work quality, what furthermore leads to an equastion of the information asymmetries 7. Further arguments of the proponents are the high performance-level and the readiness of the cra smen, guaranteed through the essential master cra men's degree obligations. Moreover, the apprenticeships to be served in the handicra business area forms the basic conditions for a "solidity culture", which led to a mental image of the employees. In the consequence, the development of a specifi c specialised-cra smenhuman-capital became possible. On the basis of this personnel infra structure it became possible to guarantee for products and services of high-graded quality, what strengthend the competitiveness of the German economy 8 . Furthermore, comment the proponents regarding the coherence between the master cra men's degree obligation as a settlement pre-conditions for cra s and also the thereout resulting authorisation to execute apprentice training and qualifi cation performances on their work fl oors. Only through the retention of this coherence is it possible, to ensure the apprenticeship-cooperativeness of the handicra pursuits. The training cooperativeness itself is necessary to ensure that the professional training also exceeds the demands of the handicra pursuits 9 . A further argument is, that the major certifi cation of aptitude prevents the access of dabblers into the handicra market. This is necessary, in order to prevent that master handicra companies, which off er products of high-graded quality, are superseded through dubious price structures of the dabblers. Thereby a ruinious competition would appear to the disadvantage of the customer, of course, because the relevance of the work-quality would turn out of the customers' fi eld of vision 10 . Thus the proponents of the major certifi cation of aptitude opine, that they cannot abandon the major certifi cation of aptitude because of its function as a market-entering-barrier.
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Reviewers do not unanimously agree to this opinion and they point out, that the establishment of the major certifi cation of aptitude serves more for the foreclosure of the market and therewith for the own benefi ce security 12 . While in not legal regulated markets the mechanism regarding supply and demand 2 Cf. Kucera/Stratenwerth, Deregulierung des Handwerks: Gesamtwirtscha liche Risiken und Gefahren. Survey carried out by order of the Deregulation Commission for the Federal Minister of Economic Aff airs, 1989, p. 49 et seq. 3 Here we must keep in mind that skilled cra s and businesses are not mutually exclusive and there are considerable overlaps or rather superordinate/subordinate relationships (cf. below). The distinction between barriers to market entry discussed here is based on various legal foundations, namely the Trade and Cra s Code and the Industrial Code, whereby trade law was excluded from the Industrial Code; cf. on this Stober, Besonderes Wirtscha sverwaltungsrecht, 2001 p. 2. 4 § 15 para. 2 GewO. 5 Cf. Stober, Gewerbeerlaubnisrecht, in: NWB No. 32 of 03.08.1998 , F. 30 S. 1159 ; for the prevention of risks and the further limitation on freedom of trade connected with it cf. also Stober, Wirtscha s-und Gewerbeüberwachung, in: NWB No. 5 of 01.02.1999 , F. 30 p. 1205 et seq. as well as Stober, Gewerbeuntersagung, in: NWB No. 26 of 28.06.1999 , F. 30 p. 1235 Whilst the "Minor Certifi cate of Aptitude" connected the right to train apprentices with the successful completion of the Master's examination, the "Major Certifi cate of Aptitude" connected the right to carry out a skilled cra independently with the acquisition of the Master title. produces an regulating eff ect and the price overtakes the allocation functions
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, functions such an automatism by the consideration of the current legal restrictions only in a reduced form. Therefore are regulating markets extremely forced to adapt to the permanently changing conditions of the environment and market situation through the alteration of the legal basic conditions, in order to survive against existence-violations in this competition-oriented national economy. Especially the retention of such originally meaningful restrictions can lead, through the noneoberservance of such adaptations, to a contrary eff ect. Legal restrictions must on the one hand side relate to an undetermined quantity of individuals, to be able to guarantee the same treatment valid for everybody, in order to achieve the legal restrictions' objectives. On the other hand they shall forbid undisireable behaviours but shall not prescribe specifi c behaviour patterns. Only then can market forces develop and unfold free. If specifi c behaviour patterns were prescribed, would this work against the basic conditions of a functioning market economy system, namely the eff ective problem solution through the involvement of several individuals on a solution-searching-process 14 . Is, however, the normative environment too tight and the adaptation ability, in form of reform abilities not established enough, leads the market regulation in the consequence to an over-or faulty regulation with counter-productive consequences. It is only in a reduced form possible for the individuals, involved in such a case, to act in the sense of fl exible and effi cient problem solution. As especially the supplying part of a regulated market cannot itself react to their participants due to the legal restrictions, or if so only in reduced form can react to the alteration requirements -but only indirect, for example, over lobbies such as federations and chambers, in order to change the actual legal basic conditions. Therefore are regulated markets restricted in their adaptation fl exibility 15 . Mr. Albach speaks from a tendential "structurepreserving" eff ect, because the dynamical competition forces are paralysed through the market-entering-barriers 16 . But, however, due to the necessary adaptation demands, which follow a er each structural change, need laws in serveral areas permanently modifi cations due to the continuously changing situations. Stand national standards in the international competition of systems and is the danger of being subject of existent-threatments existing, leads that to the fact, that the reform pressure increases permanently 17 . Actual developments such as the free trade transport of goods, services, funds and workmenships within the EU, but also the continual development of the knowledge based society as well as alterations on the fi nance market, form since quite some time, the basis of keen discussions around the deregulation of various market-access-barriers matters 18 and therewith also around the major certifi cation of aptitude 19 . The discussions regarding the major certifi cation of aptitude acts in its core exactly before the mentioned background of the international, European-wide, system competition and a not existing, or only in reduced form existing, adaptation-fl exibility of the German systems. Both fi elds exhibit strong interdependencies and should not be seen as separate parts but in their full coherence. The main requirements, in the scope of executed discussions, reach hereby from the retention 20 of the major certifi cation of aptitude over the liberalization of market-entering-restrictions 21 up to the complete removal of the master'sdegree compulsion 22 . There are even opinions represented, which require 23 an extention of the established market-entering-restrictions and also an extention of the enclosure A of the handicra ordinance (trade registry, which includes the various 13 Cf. Stobbe, Volkswirtscha slehre I, Volkswirtscha liches Rechnungswesen, 1984, p. 17 et seq. 14 Cf. Hayek, Die Verfassung der Freiheit, 1971 , p. 193. 15 Stober (Besonderes Wirtscha sverwaltungsrecht, 2001 shows with the example of many attempts to reform the Industrial Code, how tough such an adjustment process can be. With the example of trade law, this process is still continuing a er a discussion which has been going on for decades, and despite a few changes, the aim of implementing a legislative reform has still not been achieved. On the other hand, he also poses the question as to whether there is a need for adjustment at all in such a case since there is no pressure for an amendment. handicra business) 24 against various deregulation requirements. Other parties articulate the idea, in the context of further advancements of the German master's degree training, to introduce Europeanwide a "Euromaster" and additionally to upvalue the master's degree title in the scope of a binary training system compared to an universal training 25 . Therefore it can not be spoken about agreements within the spectrum of possible alternatives regarding further developments of the master'sdegree-obligations in Germany. How widly the discussions are spread and how intensive they are and which societies are involved in these discussions, can simply be found out through the input of the word "master obligations" into an internet search-engine. The search results are, however, only in reduced form useful to receive a general opinion tendency, because it may come to interest-conditioned distortions. This depends fi rstly on the fact, that it mostly are elaborated opinions from persons, institutions or parties, which are confronted with the topic of master's-degree obligations. These statements are mostly their own views resp. opinions and do not refer to objective considerations or scientifi c estimated arguments. It is clear, however, that there are various expressed opinions, which express the disagreements regarding the current valid regulations and the requirement to execute system alterations, with not such much regulations 26 .
Objectives and structure
This paper presents the summarized evaluation, wether the objectives referring to the german cra code amendment in 2004 are achieved or not.
In the scientifi cal discussion speak reviewers of the major certifi cation of aptitude regarding the market-entering-barriers, about "political failures" 27 and also that "the German regulations for the handicra business….stand in a opposite position to the diametrical requirements of the global economy"
28
. Others' say, that "….the handicra history…a changing story" 29 and that these changes "…never the defence, but always the adaptation was the best way of counteracting" 30 in the handicra business area. In the scope of the held discussions around the major certifi cation of aptitude is visible that the adaptation pressure is very powerful regarding the regulations valid in Germany and that all indications or signs are given for a "change". Subject of this inside-interest could be, to fi nd out, which infl uences cause this "change" and whom or what aff ects the infl uences of the considerably developing tendencies. To this also belongs the answer of the question how the development in the future will turn out.
Scientifi cally are thereby diff erent approaches conceivable to deal with the subject "the problems with the change of the master's-degree compulsion". Basically there are philosophical, historical, economic and legal basical approaches. Philosophical approaches deal with the question if self-contained "moraly stages" in the sense of "specifi c ressort morality" 31 exist and to what extent this step's into contradiction or in competition to (also changeable) the general morality 32 . One the one hand side they deal with the question in which relation market regulations as a partial order system stands in relation to the general legal order system 35 . In the presented case is thereby the handicra ordinance subject of the interest as a separate part of the trade order system in relation to higher ranked rights, thus fi rst the Basic law, and also in relation to the higher ranked European rights. A partial aspect for this is the question, in what extent a legal order of specifi c partial order, which applies for everyone, can be permitted 36. On the other side the legal insight-interest can raise the question, how far the normative boundaries will be suffi cient enough in order to achieve the purpose of the legal rights or the investigation of eventually clash of interests between the purpose of a law and the purpose-/target system of a individuum, which underlies normative restrictions.
All these questions form only a part out of various possible investigational interests and this is by far not all. If a total image of possible market regulation developments of the German handicra business area shall be developed, it seems to be important, that strict separated views between individual scientifi cal disziplines lead to a wrong, or only partial right, image what relates to the established interdepandences between the individual disziplines. Hereby has to be pointed out, that such a complex investigation is not manageable, in the scope of this dissertation. Draw attention should be served to the fact, that other possible solutions suggested from smaller groups of interest, which are useful in all intents and purposes, are superseded through the more powerful infl uences of larger lobbies. For instance could due to economical reasons the conclusion to retain the certifi cation of aptitude compulsion be justifi able or to institutionalise it European-wide, while the EU-law-system supersedes this and "forms facts", which leaves the economical explanation regarding the retention or extention, for example, due to the promotion of integartional possiblities within the EU, without notice.
Under consideration of the current European development tendencies and the above mentioned international system competition within the EU, turns the question of the various possible investigational interests in the middle of the center: Firstly, which eff ect the developing integration process within the EU will have on the emerging development of the master's-degree-compulsion in Germany and secondly, if the German system will aff ect EU-wide regulations? Additionally should also the question be investigated, if the development is such dominating, on the basis of the competitive law-systems, in order to supersede (if possible partly) others? For instance, the economical motivated developments or if an "integrated solution" is possible? Is it possible to fi ltre the best interest approaches out of the diff erent law-systems as well as out of the above described individual disciplines (especially the economy) and combine them? The investigational point of interest is not to be understood, however, that one is only possible together with the other, or the other way round. It is rather more meant in that way, that a normative scope serves to enable specifi c desired economical developments.
A fundamental cognitive interest of the work is therefore to examine initially how the requirement for a Master's qualifi cation relates to European law, which legal system has or had a formative infl uence on the other and how the German Trade and Cra s Code can develop in the context of internationalisation.
As the main reason for initiating an amendment of the Trade and Cra s Code in 2004 was the decrease in the number of companies in general and the number of skilled cra s enterprises in particular and was also due to the fact that the number of employees in the skilled cra s sector had constantly fallen and many companies were not able to fi nd a successor, it was the declared aim of the amendment to counter this structural crisis as well as reducing illegal employment and removing 34 Against the background of the current economic situation in Germany, the issue of unemployment is of particular importance in the current economic discussion about regulations in the German skilled cra s sector. On the basis of the insight gained from the fi rst part of the work, an analysis will be undertaken to answer the central question of the work, namely whether the economic and social aims of the amendment to the 2004 Trade and Cra s Code have been successfully achieved. Depending on this result, conclusions can then be drawn both for the economy and for the management of skilled cra s enterprises.
At the same time I will analyse where any positive eff ects are to be seen, especially in the training of human capital, and deduce from this the quality of any positive eff ects.
In addition to providing an important contribution towards the assessment of the basic success of the 2004 Trade and Cra s Code amendment, the results of this work can therefore be used at an international level for discussions on skilled cra s legislation outside Germany. As German skilled cra s legislation developed in a completely diff erent manner from skilled cra s legislation in most other European countries, this aspect is particularly signifi cant and it is conceivable that the results will be useful beyond the borders of the Federal Republic of Germany.
The research fi ndings will also be important in determining the limits of deregulation and when it can be considered counterproductive from an economic point of view. Accordingly, a basic statement will then be made concerning the success -or failure -of the amendment against the background of this question.
Eventually the results of the work should provide guidelines for the management of skilled cra s enterprises. The research will focus precisely on the question of how companies can assert themselves in a market which is becoming increasingly deregulated.
METHODS
Extensive literature research was necessary to deal with this topic. This literature includes relevant dissertations mainly from research work carried out at academic institutes and essays which have been published in the relevant literature.
Furthermore, much of the literature research involved an intensive study of legislation, particularly concerning the decisions of the Federal Constitutional Court and the European Court of Justice.
The investigation into the eff ects of the Trade and Cra s Code amendment itself will be based on extensive evaluation of statistical material. The methods used for evaluation are described in detail in the following chapter. This is regarded as advisable since it makes it easier to understand how the method and practical analysis fi t into the overall context.
RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Need to adapt Trade and Cra s Code
The development of the German skilled cra s sector and the legislation relating to skilled cra s is characterised by the fact that the guilds played a dominant role from the 12th century at the latest onwards. The guild system typically controlled the organisation of German skilled cra s for several centuries. The constitutions of the guilds with their inherent rights and duties formed the basis for the trade legislation which evolved over time.
One central theme in the history of German skilled cra s development has been the demand for the introduction of a compulsory major certifi cate of aptitude as well as compulsory membership of a corporation. Another key theme has been the call for comprehensive deregulation and ease of market access. At the same time, it became clear particularly at the end of the 19th century that freedom of trade and the associated easing of entry restrictions for the skilled cra s could not produce a revival in the skilled cra s. Whether the poor situation actually had something to do with the liberation of trade or whether its cause-eff ect relationship was to be regarded as a completely isolated case in the context of the circumstances of the time, is something we cannot go into here. Suffi ce to say that no improvements were observed. As a counterargument, the skilled cra s had experienced another downturn about one hundred years previously, despite very strict regulations.
Up until recent times, supporters and critics of regulations used the same arguments more or less continuously to impose their views.
As far as the introduction of the major certifi cate of aptitude is concerned, the supporters eventually won through at that time. However, it was an irony of history which helped them achieve their supposed success.
Consequently, the arguments for and against are to be weighed up most carefully when assessing the demands for deregulation. A er all, we cannot ignore the success of the German skilled cra s sector a er 1945 during which time the requirement to hold a Master's qualifi cation has been preserved or rather reintroduced. Indeed close inspection would be required to determine what the consequences would be of a renewed and in many areas almost complete termination of this standard which has been successful for such a long time. On the other hand, there is the view that the regulations which have applied until now may have been appropriate for the past but are no longer suitable for future requirements.
The fact that skilled cra s had been in decline for years combined with the lack of any new amendment to the Trade and Cra s Code since 1953 meant that many skilled cra s services were not off ered in a way which many diff erent interest groups felt appropriate based on social and economic requirements. There were also demarcation problems between the skilled cra s and other branches of industry.
At the same time, both diverse research institutes and the monopoly commission doubted the economic sense of the very high entry restrictions as a result of the requirement for a Master's qualifi cation. Similarly, reservations relating to both non-cra smen and the individual trades were also subject to increasingly critical observation. According to experts, negative eff ects of regulation became apparent in the form of less competition, less players in the market, less start-ups, high prices which were regarded as too high especially in the lower priced market segment and a low level of price elasticity resulting in less employment. The consequences were a slow rate of structural change combined with low willingness to invest. Defi cient quality and service were also evident.
These assumptions have been completely confi rmed by the economic development in the skilled cra s sector. It has lagged behind the development of the economy as a whole since 1996. This has been evident in decreasing numbers of companies as well as decreasing numbers of employees. At the same time, the number of successfully completed Master examinations has declined. An increase in illegal employment has became evident especially amongst small orders. Constitutional concerns were expressed regarding the subjective conditions for admission to a profession and this was considered a serious intervention in the basic right of freedom of occupational choice. Such a restriction is only permitted for the protection of an important community asset, which many critics have regarded as not applicable to the restrictions in the skilled cra s. Particularly the judgement of the German Federal Constitutional Court of 1961, which has lost none of its importance over the decades, referred to the "preservation of the standard of performance and effi ciency of the skilled cra s" and to "ensuring successful training of young workers for the good of the entire industrial economy". In both cases, however, many people feel there are no community assets requiring protection which would justify a restriction in occupational choice. Rather it is the interests of the community arising from special economic, social and sociopolitical views which are to be regarded as worthy of protection. As the industrial economy outside the skilled cra s sector -in which there is typically no obligation for a Master's examination or similar examinationshas developed more dynamically than the skilled cra s sector, we must question how far the reasons recognized by the Federal Constitutional Court of 1961 still apply to the skilled cra s certifi cate of aptitude. We must take into account here that innovations have simplifi ed numerous cra s activities and the demarcation to industry has consequently become more diffi cult to defi ne than used to be the case in former times. As a result, either the constitutional justifi cation for the existing restriction of freedom of occupational choice required better validation or the entry restrictions should be so modifi ed that any concerns could be dispelled.
The skilled cra s sector has had to adapt to a new situation as a result of the integration processes within Europe and also increasing globalisation and this has presented trade legislation with challenges never before encountered. As part of this process, legislation needed to be realigned so that the adjustments required by the European Union could be executed. The principle of European law taking precedence has the eff ect of national law being subordinated to EU law. EU law and the associated jurisdiction defi ne the conditions which national law must take into account to be in conformity with EU law. With the Trade and Cra s Code amendment of 2004 and, connected with this, the amendment to the EU/EEA Trade and Cra s Code, the legislators have carried out those adjustments that were postulated by EU law and the associated jurisdiction.
At this point, particular mention must be made of the freedom of establishment in Article 43 et seq. of the EC Treaty. The national regulations applied to EU foreigners discriminated against German cra sman. Without removing native discrimination, there was the latent danger that a German journeyman could invoke the principle of equality in Article 3 of the Constitution. It should be noted in this connection that both the introduction of the euro and the EU eastern expansion led to expectations of more intensive cross-border competition with the consequence that the problem of native discrimination would have worsened without the amendment.
In addition to this confl ict between German and European law, there was an additional one from the freedom to provide services in Article 49 et seq. of the EU-treaty, in which distinctly lower hurdles for border-crossing activities were allowed. As compulsory membership and the payment of contributions would have been the consequence, the European Court of Justice prohibited in several judgements, the entry of EU foreigners carrying out border-crossing skilled cra s activities in the Register of Cra smen. These judgements led directly to an obligation to adapt the Trade and Cra s Code. Thus, in order to carry out a border-crossing skilled cra s activity in Germany, the applicant merely required a certifi cate from the relevant local higher administration authority confi rming that the applicant fulfi lled the prescribed conditions to this eff ect in accordance with European law. The European allegiance to the German Trade and Cra s Code was therefore greatly called into question.
The comparison with regulations in other EU countries also shows the subordination of German law in this confl ict. Only in a few countries, for example Great Britain, Poland or Ireland, are there entry restrictions in a few hazardous professions. A barrier comparable to the German regulation is only available in Luxembourg.
It was therefore logical that the Federal Republic of Germany's trade law would have to adapt completely to the less restrictive conditions of European law. Due to the fact that hardly any of the other European Union countries have trade legislation comparable to that of Germany and that they get by with considerably fewer regulations, it could not be expected, considering the deregulating measures in the EU, that German trade legislation would infl uence the EU trade legislation to its own advantage.
Consequences of the Trade and Cra s Code amendment
It was to be expected that more competitors would rush into the German market as a result of the easing of the Trade and Cra s Code regulations and the associated virtual abolition of the requirement for a Master's qualifi cation. This increase in competition was not, however, to have been expected from the neighbouring European countries but mainly from within Germany. Market entry became possible for many cra smen that were previously denied access due to the requirement for a Master's qualifi cation. Although the demands for a relaxation of the Trade and Cra s Code and the abolition of the requirement to have a Master's qualifi cation came from within Germany, European law was eventually the decisive factor in the legal situation which then emerged. It will be the established skilled cra s enterprises in particular that will fi nd themselves exposed to tougher competition in the futurethose enterprises whose services are supplied by employed cra smen and that also act as training establishments. Amongst the new competitors, there will mostly be smaller, o en "one-man" businesses, that can off er their services at a more reasonable price thanks to a lower costs structure. Whether this will generate an advantage for the economy as a whole and society as a whole remains to be seen.
From a political point of view, many support the view that prosperity would rise with an increase in the number of self-employed. This connection cannot be established for certain. Precisely those EU countries with the highest rate of self-employed are typically the southern European countries where a negative correlation can be ascertained whereas the more prosperous northern European countries have a lower number of self-employed. The mere increase in self-employed does not automatically lead to an improvement in the quality of companies and consequently the prosperity of society as a whole. The call for an increase in the number of self-employed is therefore to be regarded critically. It is entirely conceivable that job creating growth -with a simultaneous decrease in the number of self-employed -could lead to greater social wealth. This assumption is strengthened by the fact that the start-up boom around 2004 was actually quantitatively supported by the smallest business units, mostly one-man enterprises that made no positive contribution to employment growth.
The question that remains to be considered is what were the consequences of the Trade and Cra s Code amendment for the national economy as a whole and, as a consequence, what conclusions can be drawn for the management of skilled cra s enterprises.
The consequences of the Trade and Cra s Code amendment for the national economy
The main reason for initiating the new version of the Trade and Cra s Code was that the number of enterprises in general and skilled cra s enterprises in particular in the Federal Republic of Germany had been decreasing for years and therefore also the number of employees in the skilled cra s sector. At the same time, numerous skilled cra s enterprises were not able to fi nd a successor. It was therefore the declared aim of the amendment, in addition to the removal of native discrimination, to confront this structural crisis, to provide more employment especially through new company formations and takeovers of existing businesses.
Whilst it has been explained in detail that an arrangement complying with European law was found for the topic of native discrimination, the question remains as to whether the start-up and employment objectives have been achieved.
Initially on the basis of a clear increase in the number of enterprises, it would seem that the Trade and Cra s Code amendment defi nitely had an eff ect. This picture is shadowed, however, by the realization that there was a defi nite increase in the number of companies in all areas of industry and not just in the skilled cra s sector. Other possible reasons must therefore be considered. On the one hand, there are economic reasons. When the economy picks up, this is generally refl ected in the number of new companies formed across all branches of industry. Furthermore, there was a defi nite eff ect from the change in subsidisation of self-employment out of unemployment. The changes made to start-up subsidisation have been considered a success. It can therefore be quite clearly stated that the number of enterprises quantitatively benefi ted from the change in subsidisation. That this also triggered a qualitatively acceptable development is to be seriously questioned at this point.
A further aspect relating to the skilled cra s sector is that numerous skilled cra s start-ups would not have been possible without the Trade and Cra s Code amendment, despite the change in start-up subsidisation. We can therefore conclude that the change in start-up subsidisation received a particular boost from the Trade and Cra s Code amendment as regards new company start-ups.
The amendment boosted the success of start-up subsidisation and not the other way round.
The same can be said for new company formations resulting from EU eastern expansion. Numerous start-ups in the skilled cra s sector would not have been possible in this area without the easing of the Trade and Cra s Code regulations. The amendment therefore boosted start-ups by entrepreneurs from the newly acceded EU countries. The question still remains, however, as to whether the new start-ups -in particular from the area of the B2 skilled cra s -would have taken place anyway, though under another name.
Were these stimulating eff ects of clear benefi t to the national economy as a whole? When we simply look at the development in the number of enterprises, we could answer this question in the affi rmative but this would be more than a superfi cial assessment. For the new start-ups were generally very small concerns that could neither provide training nor any excessive value creation. Indeed, the opposite was the case. It can be assumedand this would provide material for a separate thesis -that the established enterprises lost their competitiveness and productivity due to partly ruinous competition. Now there may be something positive in this on fi rst thoughts as especially lower prices for supposedly the same service could result in a higher volume of goods with the consequence of an increase in prosperity.
At the same time, however, established enterprises could restrict their investment activities and no longer carry out their important function of training young people in the profession and could therefore gradually go into decline. The question remains unanswered as to whether the new companies actually off er the same quality as had previously been off ered. As has been clearly demonstrated, the training of human capital is no longer accorded the importance it used to have. It can therefore be seriously questioned whether the quality standard will be maintained in the long run.
If a decline in the quality standard does actually take place, the consequence will be that those companies who consistently invested in training, will be those that have the best chances of surviving in the future.
At the same time, a paradox becomes evident: in the analysis it was shown that the highest rate of growth in the number of enterprises was observable in those skilled cra s professions for which the company founders required a comparatively low level of knowledge and little start-up capital. But if the tendency to train dramatically declines in these professions, the consequence will be that there will be a lack of young trainees in relatively "simple" skilled cra s professions in the future. A consequence of this situation could be that there will be more "botchers" active on the market in the future and the customer will have to put up with lower quality for the lack of any better alternative. Alternatively, the fewer enterprises off ering quality services would be able to force through inappropriately high prices. Both of these developments would be undesirable.
At the same time we must not forget that the topic of quality is particularly important in connection with liability for poor or defi cient services. For precisely when a large proportion of skilled cra s work is provided by very small companies, the customer will quickly realize, that numerous suppliers can no longer be called on to comply with their guarantee obligations when required. For if a small company provides a poor standard of service, it has quite o en disappeared from the market before having to comply with its guarantee obligations.
At the same time, it is important to note that no positive employment eff ects have resulted from the Trade and Cra s Code amendment. If at all, the numerous new start-ups in the area of small businesses -and especially in the B1 skilled cra s -compensated for job losses in the skilled cra s sector. New stimuli to drive employment growth which the amendment had hoped to encourage have not occurred.
All in all, we can ascertain that, superfi cially, company formations have been successful, many of which are defi nitely a result of the deregulation in admission requirements. However, the quality of these new company formations leads us to fear that the system of skilled cra s -established for centuries -is being damaged to such an extent that any positive eff ects are outweighed by much greater negative eff ects. In this connection, a reversal could be diffi cult against the background of European legal requirements.
We will just have to wait and see how far the market itself will manage to correct any undesirable developments. This could happen relatively quickly if, as a result of the less stable nature of new company formations, the skilled cra s enterprises with well trained and highly competent staff eventually win through despite their, to some extent, signifi cantly higher prices. An indication to confi rm this view could already be that there was a start-up boom in 2004 which has not recurred since. In this case it would be interesting to analyse how stable the numerous start-ups are and whether a cleansing of the market in the sense previously referred to has taken place.
As far as the national skilled cra s legislation is concerned, we can sum up that the wish for deregulation to release market potential is basically something to be welcomed and this is a truism. When implementing deregulation measures, attention should be paid to the fact that deregulation does not on balance produce economic losses which outweigh the benefi ts. Against the background of the historical development of Germany's skilled cra s and its resulting "separate approach" in Europe and in the world, the argument that "in other countries things are done diff erently and it still works alright" does not carry any weight. For skilled cra s legislation in Germany is more than "just" supplying the population with skilled cra s services. It is all about the quality of these services, also taking safety aspects into consideration and assuming responsibility for poor quality service. At the same time, the training benefi ts of the skilled cra s sector are of particular economic signifi cance as the creation of human capital in this area does not only benefi t the skilled cra s sector but the entire industrial economy. At the same time, we can conclude from the analysis that the employment eff ects hoped for as a result of deregulation have not occurred and that the Trade and Cra s Code amendment cannot be regarded as a success when measured against its postulated aims.
Economies in which the skilled cra s sector has developed diff erently, could argue about the sense of gradually raising the standards and therefore the level of regulations to an extent appropriate to the achievement of positive economic development, when the trend is towards a fundamentally lower level of regulation in the skilled cra s sector. This observation may not necessarily accord with the spirit of the time when we consider the EU's continuing trend towards deregulation. However, the aim of such regulation could be to raise the safety of hazardous professions, raise the quality of the work carried out -and so raise the wealth of the population and make it important for the skilled cra s to create human capital. The consequence would be the creation of larger skilled cra s enterprises instead of a vast number of small fi rms. This would result in permanent employment opportunities. Another benefi t of more larger companies would be their tendency to make higher investments.
SUMMARY
The main objective is to evaluate, wether the objectives referring to the german cra code amendment in 2004 are achieved or not. he results of this work can therefore be used at an international level for discussions on skilled cra s legislation outside Germany. As German skilled cra s legislation developed in a completely diff erent manner from skilled cra s legislation in most other European countries, this aspect is particularly signifi cant and it is conceivable that the results will be useful beyond the borders of the Federal Republic of Germany. The research fi ndings will also be important in determining the limits of deregulation and when it can be considered counterproductive from an economic point of view. Moreover the results of the work should provide guidelines for the management of skilled cra s enterprises. Initially on the basis of a clear increase in the number of enterprises, it would seem that the Trade and Cra s Code amendment defi nitely had an eff ect. This picture is shadowed, however, by the realization that there was a defi nite increase in the number of companies in all areas of industry and not just in the skilled cra s sector. On the one hand, there are economic reasons. When the economy picks up, this is generally refl ected in the number of new companies formed across all branches of industry. Furthermore, there was a defi nite eff ect from the change in subsidisation of self-employment out of unemployment. We can therefore conclude that the change in start-up subsidisation received a particular boost from the Trade and Cra s Code amendment as regards new company start-ups. The amendment boosted the success of start-up subsidisation and not the other way round.
